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Schooled in Revenge
As an industry insider and pioneering post-punk
musician, Vivien Goldman’s perspective on music
journalism is unusually well-rounded. In Revenge of
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the She-Punks, she probes four themes—identity,
money, love, and protest—to explore what makes
punk such a liberating art form for women. With her
visceral style, Goldman blends interviews, history,
and her personal experience as one of Britain’s first
female music writers in a book that reads like a vivid
documentary of a genre defined by dismantling
boundaries. A discussion of the Patti Smith song “Free
Money,” for example, opens with Goldman on a
shopping spree with Smith. Tamar-Kali, whose name
pays homage to a Hindu goddess, describes the
influence of her Gullah ancestors on her music, while
the late Poly Styrene's daughter reflects on why her
Somali-Scots-Irish mother wrote the 1978 punk
anthem “Identity,” with the refrain “Identity is the
crisis you can't see.” Other strands feature artists
from farther afield (including in Colombia and
Indonesia) and genre-busting revolutionaries such as
Grace Jones, who wasn't exclusively punk but clearly
influenced the movement while absorbing its
liberating audacity. From punk's Euro origins to its
international reach, this is an exhilarating world tour.

The Great Gatsby
Secret Origins of Super-Heroes--an all-new collection!
Green Arrow's awesome origin! The Legion's first
case! And introducing DC's newest femme fatale--the
Huntress!

Wendy's Revenge
From New York Times best-selling writer Jeff Lemire
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(BLOODSHOT REBORN, Moon Knight) and
extraordinary artists Lewis LaRosa (BLOODSHOT
REBORN) & Mico Suayan (BLOODSHOT REBORN), a
bloody and vengeful new era for Bloodshot begins
here as Ray Garrison escapes his violent past to build
the one thing he never thought he'd earn: a family.
But when a hateful secret from his true love's past
threatens their fragile peace, Bloodshot will be forced
to run headlong into a barrage of blood, bullets, and
broken bones for a revenge-fueled assault that will
have crushing consequences for those he holds most
dear His sacrifice will be her salvation. Now: In the
arms of his beloved girlfriend Magic, Bloodshot has
finally found hope for the futurein the form of the
couple's unborn child. But when Magic's estranged
family - a cruel and sadistic clan of homegrown
criminals - re-emerge to lay claim to their lost
daughter, Bloodshot will be pushed back to the brink
of madness, mayhem, and warfare Soon: Eight years
from today, Bloodshot's daughter has inherited her
father's incredible abilities. Hunted by a high-tech kill
squad called Omen, Jessie must hone her powersand
learn how to survive before the world is swallowed
whole by the darkness that now pervades America
Collecting BLOODSHOT SALVATION #1-5.

The Monk's Revenge; Or, The Secret
Enemy
This critique of the art world will have you crying with
laughter In Wendy’s Revenge, Scott’s titular heroine
returns with a fresh set of awkward misadventures
and messy nights out. When the book opens, aspiring
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artist Wendy has decided to move to the west coast
to clear her head. She plans on getting some quality
time with her collaborator and friend Winona, only to
find Winona packing up to leave, having decided to
move back in with her mom on the rez. All alone,
Wendy endeavours to foster community in
Vancouver’s bleak art scene. When her hope and
optimism are all used up, she packs her bags for an
artist residency in Japan. Wendy then gallery hops
and parties around the globe until she stumbles upon
the opportunity to unite with former foe Paloma.
Together they enact revenge on VVURST, the German
publication that once tore her performance art to
shreds. Young artists struggle with mental health
issues, they get wasted and hook up with men with
gross piercings, and they’re afflicted with an
insatiable longing for a stable identity—stability they
themselves undermine. Scott’s deceptively simple,
inky character drawings evoke millennial culture with
such Jungian accuracy that you can’t help but stare
and giggle in equal measure. Praised by The New
Yorker, Guardian, Globe and Mail, and with an
appearance in the Best American Comics anthology,
it’s clear why Walter Scott’s Wendy comics have
taken critics by storm.

Revenge of the Translator
In the world of the Lux, secrets thrive, lies shatter,
and love is undeniable. #1 New York Times, USA
Today, and internationally bestselling author Jennifer
L. Armentrout brings her trademark drama and
intrigue to a new romantic YA science fiction series
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with The Darkest Star. A girl pulled into in a world she
doesn't understand finds herself confronted by long
buried secrets, a betrayal that could tear her life
apartand Armentrout's most swoonworthy book
boyfriend yet. Seventeen-year-old Evie Dasher knows
firsthand the devastating consequences of humanity's
war with the aliens. When she's caught up in a raid at
a notorious club known as one of the few places
where humans and the surviving Luxen can mingle
freely, she meets Luc, an unnaturally beautiful guy
she initially assumes is a Luxenbut he is in fact
something much more powerful. Her growing
attraction for Luc will lead her deeper and deeper into
a world she'd only heard about, a world where
everything she thought she knew will be turned on its
head

The Darkest Star
NOW A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! From #1 New
York Times-bestselling author Marissa Meyer, comes a
high-stakes world of adventure, passion, danger, and
betrayal. Secret Identities. Extraordinary Powers. She
wants vengeance. He wants justice. The Renegades
are a syndicate of prodigies—humans with
extraordinary abilities—who emerged from the ruins
of a crumbled society and established peace and
order where chaos reigned. As champions of justice,
they remain a symbol of hope and courage to
everyoneexcept the villains they once overthrew.
Nova has a reason to hate the Renegades, and she is
on a mission for vengeance. As she gets closer to her
target, she meets Adrian, a Renegade boy who
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believes in justice—and in Nova. But Nova's
allegiance is to the villains who have the power to end
them both.

Secret Origins Special (1989-) #1
America’s #1 true-crime writer fulfills a murder
victim’s desperate plea with this shattering New York
Times bestseller. “If anything ever happens to
me…find Ann Rule and ask her to write my story.” In
perhaps the first true-crime book written at the
victim's request, Ann Rule untangles a web of lies and
brutality that culminated in the murder of Sheila
Blackthorne Bellush—a woman Rule never met, but
whose shocking story she now chronicles with
compassion, exacting detail, and unvarnished candor.
Although happily ensconced in a loving second
marriage, and a new family of quadruplets, Sheila
never truly escaped the vicious enslavement of her exhusband, multi-millionaire Allen Blackthorne, a
handsome charmer— and a violent, controlling
sociopath who subjected Sheila to unthinkable abuse
in their marriage, and terrorized her for a decade
after their divorce. When Sheila was slain in her
home, in the presence of her four toddlers, authorities
raced to link the crime to Blackthorne, the man who
vowed to monitor Sheila's every move in his
obsessive quest for power and revenge.

The Last Fight of 'the Revenge' at Sea
Under the Command of Vice-Admiral Sir
Richard Grenville on the 10-11th of
September 1591
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From the New York Times bestselling authors of
Welcome to Night Vale and It Devours! and the
creators of the hit podcast, comes a new novel set in
the world of Night Vale and beyond. In the town of
Night Vale, there’s a faceless old woman who secretly
lives in everyone’s home, but no one knows how she
got there or where she came fromuntil now. Told in a
series of eerie flashbacks, the story of The Faceless
Old Woman goes back centuries to reveal an initially
blissful and then tragic childhood on a Mediterranean
Estate in the early nineteenth century, her rise in the
criminal underworld of Europe, a nautical adventure
with a mysterious organization of smugglers, her plot
for revenge on the ones who betrayed her, and
ultimately her death and its aftermath, as her spirit
travels the world for decades until settling in modernday Night Vale. Interspersed throughout is a presentday story in Night Vale, as The Faceless Old Woman
guides, haunts, and sabotages a man named Craig. In
the end, her current day dealings with Craig and her
swashbuckling history in nineteenth century Europe
will come together in the most unexpected and
horrifying way. Part The Haunting of Hill House, part
The Count of Monte Cristo, and 100% about a faceless
old woman who secretly lives in your home.

The Hot Zone
Enjoy this great comic from DC’s digital archive!

M3
An all-new graphic novel inspired by ABC's popular
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television series "Revenge," cowritten by series writer
Ted Sullivan! Emily Thorne is a wealthy and goodnatured philanthropist who recently befriended the
powerful Grayson family. But Emily's real name is
Amanda Clarke. Twenty years ago, the Graysons' elite
social circle framed Amanda's father for a horrific
crimeand Amanda plans to destroy the lives of those
who stole her childhood and betrayed her father.
Now, experience Amanda's first mission of revenge!
After training in Japan, the untested heroine finds
herself infiltrating high society in Geneva. There, she
uncovers secrets about her pastbut her future will be
short-lived unless Amanda can defeat a surprising
enemy with ties to the people who destroyed her life!
Prepare for a thrilling ride into the previously
unexplored past of television's most dynamic - and
dangerous - girl next door!

Revenge
In the village of Giant's Hand Jack's grandfather has
been pushing him to find a princess and get married,
so when a young lady falls out of the sky wearing a
shirt that says "Punk Princess," and she tells Jack that
her grandmother, who looks suspiciously like the longmissing Snow White, has been kidnapped, Jack
decides to help her.

Wanted - Hal Jordan
Secret Origin
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In November 1984, the ruling elite of the world's
largest democracy conspired to murder thousands of
their country's citizens in genocidal massacres
reminiscent of Nazi-era Germany while the world
watched on. Over four days, armed mobs brutally and
systematically butchered, torched and raped
members of the minority Sikh community living in
Delhi and elsewhere. The sheer scale of the killings
exceeded the combined civilian death tolls of the
conflict in Northern Ireland, Tiananmen Square and
9/11. In Delhi alone 3,000 people were killed. The full
extent of what took place has yet to be fully
acknowledged. This definitive account based on
harrowing victim testimonies and official accounts
reveals how the largest mass crime against humanity
in India's modern history was perpetrated by
politicians and covered up with the help of the police,
judiciary and media. The failings of Western
governments - who turned a blind eye to the
atrocities for fear of losing trade contracts worth
billions - are also exposed.

DC Super-Stars (1976-) #17
The work of a novelist and translator collide in this
visionary and hilarious debut from acclaimed French
writer Brice Matthieussent. Revenge of the Translator
follows Trad, who is translating a mysterious author’s
book, Translator’s Revenge, from English to French.
The book opens as a series of footnotes from Trad, as
he justifies changes he makes. As the novel
progresses, Trad begins to take over the writing,
methodically breaking down the work of the original
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writer and changing the course of the text. The lines
between reality and fiction start to blur as Trad’s
world overlaps with the characters in Translator’s
Revenge, who seem to grow more and more
independent of Trad’s increasingly deranged struggle
to control the plot. Revenge of the Translator is a
brilliant, rule-defying exploration of literature, the act
of writing and translating, and the often complicated
relationship between authors and their translators.

Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea
“Perfect for fans of Rick Riordan.” —Booklist When
long-dead magical creatures are discovered all
around the world, each buried with a book of magic,
only children can unlock the dangerous power of the
books in this start to an “imaginative and exciting”
(Brandon Mull, #1 New York Times bestselling author)
series from the author of the New York Times
bestselling Story Thieves! Thirteen years ago, books
of magic were discovered in various sites around the
world alongside the bones of dragons. Only those
born after “Discovery Day” have the power to use the
magic. Now, on a vacation to Washington, DC, Fort
Fitzgerald’s father is lost when a giant creature bursts
through the earth, attacking the city. Fort is
devastated, until an opportunity for justice arrives six
months later, when a man named Dr. Opps invites
Fort to a government-run school, the Oppenheimer
School, to learn magic from those same books. But
life’s no easier at the school, where secrets abound.
What does Jia, Fort’s tutor, know about the attacks?
Why does Rachel, master of destructive magic, think
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Fort is out to destroy the school? And why is Fort
seeing memories of an expelled girl every time he
goes to sleep? If Fort doesn’t find out what’s hiding
within the Oppenheimer School, more attacks will
come, and this time, nothing will stop them!

Rapunzel's Revenge
Epigenetics upends natural selection and genetic
mutation as the sole engines of evolution, and offers
startling insights into our future heritable traits. In the
1700s, Jean-Baptiste Lamarck first described
epigenetics to explain the inheritance of acquired
characteristics; however, his theory was supplanted in
the 1800s by Darwin's theory of evolution by natural
selection through heritable genetic mutations. But
natural selection could not adequately explain how
rapidly species re-diversified and repopulated after
mass extinctions. Now advances in the study of DNA
and RNA have resurrected epigenetics, which can
create radical physical and physiological changes in
subsequent generations by the simple addition of a
single small molecule, thus passing along a
propensity for molecules to attach in the same places
in the next generation! Epigenetics is a complex
process, but paleontologist and astrobiologist Peter
Ward breaks it down for general readers, using the
epigenetic paradigm to reexamine how the history of
our species--from deep time to the outbreak of the
Black Plague and into the present--has left its mark on
our physiology, behavior, and intelligence. Most
alarming are chapters about epigenetic changes we
are undergoing now triggered by toxins,
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environmental pollutants, famine, poor nutrition, and
overexposure to violence. Lamarck's Revenge is an
eye-opening and controversial exploration of how
traits are inherited, and how outside influences drive
what we pass along to our progeny.

Secret Origins
She can be anyone you want her to be. Vivian was
raised with one purpose in life: to exact revenge on
behalf of her mother. Manipulative and cruel, Mother
has deprived Vivian not only of a childhood, but of an
original identity. With an endless arsenal of enticing
personalities at her disposal, Vivian is a veritable
weapon of deception. And she can destroy anyone.
When it’s time to strike, she enrolls in a boarding
school on the English moors, where she will zero in on
her target: sweet and innocent Ben, the son of the
man who broke Mother’s heart twenty years ago.
Anyone…except for the woman who created her. With
every secret she uncovers, Vivian comes one step
closer to learning who she really is. But the more she
learns about herself, the more dangerous this cat and
mouse game becomes. Because Mother will stop at
nothing to make sure the truth dies with her. From
the Hardcover edition.

Black Widow
The colorful and tragic history of the two scientists
who fought a blood feud in the American West over
the discovery of the first dinosaur bones reveals
evidence that their conflict a century ago still
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resonates in the region. Reprint. 10,000 first printing.

Lamarck's Revenge
After years in foster care, April gets to live in a
mansion where she and four other children are caught
up in a mystery related to a missing heir, a lost
legacy, and the Phantom.

A Very Stable Genius
Rapunzel escapes her tower-prison all on her own,
only to discover a world beyond what she'd ever
known before. Determined to rescue her real mother
and to seek revenge on her kidnapper would-be
mother, Rapunzel and her very long braids team up
with Jack (of Beanstalk fame) and together they
perform daring deeds and rescues all over the
western landscape, eventually winning the justice
they so well deserve.

Renegades
Europe 1911. The Great Powers vie for influence and
are divided by political quarrels. War is in the air. For
retired detective Sherlock Holmes, who has just
suffered a coronary, these distant matters are of little
concern. But politics are about to turn his quiet
country life upside down. Mycroft, the detective’s
politician brother, has asked Holmes to investigate
the murder of a powerful industrialist and the
mysterious kidnapping of the King’s nephew. Could
these two cases be connected? Thus the legendary
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detective and his old friend Watson set out on an allnew adventure, one that will take them from the
canals of Venice to an ancient castle in the Scottish
plains. It’s an adventure they could hardly have
expected as they near the ripe old age of sixty. Will
Holmes lose a lifelong friend? And which villain from
Holmes’s past might want to start a world war…?

Winterborne Home for Vengeance and
Valor
Revisits the early years of the first of the superheroes
as the young Clark Kent learns of his alien origins and
how to control his powers, first encounters Lex Luthor,
and starts work at the failing "Daily Planet" in an
embittered Metropolis.

Revenge of the She-Punks
Film, Television and Cinema.

Sherlock Holmes and The Adventure of
The Cold-Served Revenge
I Am Her Revenge
Ava Winters is young, beautiful, and the heiress to
Napa's prized Starling Vineyards. She is also in love
with the perfect guy at least that's what she thinks
until he helps take everything that was once hers.
With no place left to turn, Ava finds herself on Rebun
Island, Japan, the site of Takeda's revenge school,
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where she trains to be mentally and physically strong
enough to take revenge. On the island, Ava meets
Emily Thorne, who has recently returned to training
with Takeda. Emily shares her wisdom with Ava about
revenge and the importance of looking for justice in a
world where enemies thrive. Four others are on the
island preparing for their own personal vengeance--a
handsome but guarded man, a feisty young woman
and the guy who will do anything to protect her, and a
girl who has no memory or idea of who she is or why
she's on Rebun. Conflicts arise, bonds are formed,
and romance even blooms. The trainees learn that
their missions are intertwined. All roads lead back to
Ava's home in Napa and Starling Vineyards' annual
gala, and if the group attends, each will gain the
chance to exact revenge. But to get there on time,
they must leave Japan and Takeda before their
training is complete. Are they ready? Will they
succeed? Will they even survive?

The First Family
After the murder of Abin Sur, the Green Lantern
defender of Earth, test pilot Hal Jordan becomes the
new bearer of the power ring. How will the hotheaded hero cope with his new responsibility as
protector of the planet? And with the calculating
Sinestro as his mentor, sparks are sure to fly.

Every Breath You Take
Amoral, cunning, ruthless, and instructive, this multimillion-copy New York Times bestseller is the
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definitive manual for anyone interested in gaining,
observing, or defending against ultimate control –
from the author of The Laws of Human Nature. In the
book that People magazine proclaimed “beguiling”
and “fascinating,” Robert Greene and Joost Elffers
have distilled three thousand years of the history of
power into 48 essential laws by drawing from the
philosophies of Machiavelli, Sun Tzu, and Carl Von
Clausewitz and also from the lives of figures ranging
from Henry Kissinger to P.T. Barnum. Some laws
teach the need for prudence (“Law 1: Never Outshine
the Master”), others teach the value of confidence
(“Law 28: Enter Action with Boldness”), and many
recommend absolute self-preservation (“Law 15:
Crush Your Enemy Totally”). Every law, though, has
one thing in common: an interest in total domination.
In a bold and arresting two-color package, The 48
Laws of Power is ideal whether your aim is conquest,
self-defense, or simply to understand the rules of the
game.

Superman
While rescuing Cowgirl from a group of rebel
Chechens, Hal Jordan, a.k.a. the Green Lantern, finds
himself accused of murder, and must clear his name
despite opposition from the Global Guardians.

1984
4 issue collection! The official adaptation of
TRANSFORMERS: REVENGE OF THE FALLEN is here!
The Transformers' brutal war continues as the noble
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AUTOBOTS work with their human allies to end the
threat of the treacherous DECEPTICONS. But the
return of an ultimate evil may prove too much for our
heroes. Witness the TRANSFORMERS' perilous battle
for survival!

Half Upon a Time
The bestselling landmark account of the first
emergence of the Ebola virus. Now a mini-series
drama starring Julianna Margulies, Topher Grace,
Liam Cunningham, James D'Arcy, and Noah Emmerich
on National Geographic. A highly infectious, deadly
virus from the central African rain forest suddenly
appears in the suburbs of Washington, D.C. There is
no cure. In a few days 90 percent of its victims are
dead. A secret military SWAT team of soldiers and
scientists is mobilized to stop the outbreak of this
exotic "hot" virus. The Hot Zone tells this dramatic
story, giving a hair-raising account of the appearance
of rare and lethal viruses and their "crashes" into the
human race. Shocking, frightening, and impossible to
ignore, The Hot Zone proves that truth really is scarier
than fiction.

Bloodshot Salvation Vol. 1: the Book of
Revenge
An all-new graphic novel inspired by ABC's popular
television series "Revenge," cowritten by series writer
Ted Sullivan! Emily Thorne is a wealthy and goodnatured philanthropist who recently befriended the
powerful Grayson family. But Emily's real name is
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Amanda Clarke. Twenty years ago, the Graysons' elite
social circle framed Amanda's father for a horrific
crimeand Amanda plans to destroy the lives of those
who stole her childhood and betrayed her father.
Now, experience Amanda's first mission of revenge!
After training in Japan, the untested heroine finds
herself infiltrating high society in Geneva. There, she
uncovers secrets about her pastbut her future will be
short-lived unless Amanda can defeat a surprising
enemy with ties to the people who destroyed her life!
Prepare for a thrilling ride into the previously
unexplored past of television's most dynamic - and
dangerous - girl next door!

The 48 Laws of Power
Best Served Cold
F. Scott Fitzgerald Full name Francis Scott Key
Fitzgerald. (1896 — 1940) A famous American
novelist and short story writer. F. Scott Fitzgerald is
widely regarded as one of the greatest American
writers of the 20th century. He is considered a
member of the "Lost Generation" of the 1920s. He
wrote four novels: This Side of Paradise, The Beautiful
and Damned, The Great Gatsby, and Tender Is the
Night; (the last, unfinished novel The Love of the Last
Tycoon, was published posthumously), numerous
short stories, many of which treat themes of youth
and promise, and age and despair. The Great Gatsby
(1925) follows a cast of characters living in the
fictional town of West Egg on prosperous Long Island
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in the summer of 1922. The story primarily concerns
the young and mysterious millionaire Jay Gatsby and
his quixotic passion and obsession for the beautiful
former debutante Daisy Buchanan and explores
themes of decadence, idealism, resistance to change,
social upheaval, and excess.

Revenge
Before she steals the world's heart in Iron Man 2, get
caught in the wicked web of Marvel's sexiest and
deadliest super-spy! She's been everything from a
Russian espionage agent to a Champion to an
Avenger, now a skeleton from Natalia Romanova's
past is reaching out for those she's loved and lostand
the Black Widow has many victims to choose from!
From the frozen streets of Moscow to the upper
stratosphere, writer Paul Cornell (CAPTAIN BRITAIN
and MI13) and artists Tom Raney (DARK REIGH:
HAWKEYE) and John Paul Leon (THE WINTER MEN)
deliver a globe-hopping, bone-breaking, high-tech
thriller that reveals how Natalia's shadowy past
threatens all she now holds dear. Guest-starring the
Winter Soldier and Wolverine! COLLECTING: Black
Widow: Deadly Origin #1-4

The Revenge of Magic
The evil puppet SCARFACE and his wiseguys just
pulled off one of the biggest heists in GOTHAM
history. Unfortunately, there's a rat among the
thieves, and the loose lips are helping BATMAN crack
the case. Is the VENTRILOQUIST betraying his wooden
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creation to the DARK KNIGHT?

The Latehomecomer
In search of a place to call home, thousands of Hmong
families made the journey from the war-torn jungles
of Laos to the overcrowded refugee camps of Thailand
and onward to America. But lacking a written
language of their own, the Hmong experience has
been primarily recorded by others. Driven to tell her
family’s story after her grandmother’s death, The
Latehomecomer is Kao Kalia Yang’s tribute to the
remarkable woman whose spirit held them all
together. It is also an eloquent, firsthand account of a
people who have worked hard to make their voices
heard. Beginning in the 1970s, as the Hmong were
being massacred for their collaboration with the
United States during the Vietnam War, Yang recounts
the harrowing story of her family’s captivity, the
daring rescue undertaken by her father and uncles,
and their narrow escape into Thailand where Yang
was born in the Ban Vinai Refugee Camp. When she
was six years old, Yang’s family immigrated to
America, and she evocatively captures the challenges
of adapting to a new place and a new language.
Through her words, the dreams, wisdom, and
traditions passed down from her grandmother and
shared by an entire community have finally found a
voice. Together with her sister, Kao Kalia Yang is the
founder of a company dedicated to helping
immigrants with writing, translating, and business
services. A graduate of Carleton College and
Columbia University, Yang has recently screened The
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Place Where We Were Born, a film documenting the
experiences of Hmong American refugees. Visit her
website at www.kaokaliayang.com.

Batman: The Puppet Master's Revenge
The Faceless Old Woman Who Secretly
Lives in Your Home
Washington Post national investigative reporter Carol
Leonnig and White House bureau chief Philip Rucker,
both Pulitzer Prize winners, provide the definitive
insider narrative of Donald Trump's unique presidency
with shocking new reporting and insight into its
implications. "I alone can fix it." So went Donald J.
Trump's march to the presidency on July 21, 2016,
when he accepted the Republican presidential
nomination in Cleveland, promising to restore what he
described as a fallen nation. Yet over the subsequent
years, as he has undertaken the actual work of the
commander in chief, it has been hard to see beyond
the daily chaos of scandal, investigation, and constant
bluster. It would be all too easy to mistake Trump's
first term for one of pure and uninhibited chaos, but
there were patterns to his behavior and that of his
associates. The universal value of the Trump
administration is loyalty - not to the country, but to
the president himself - and Trump's North Star has
been the perpetuation of his own power, even when it
meant imperiling our shaky and mistrustful
democracy. Leonnig and Rucker, with deep and
unmatched sources throughout Washington, D.C., tell
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of rages and frenzies but also moments of courage
and perseverance. Relying on scores of exclusive new
interviews with some of the most senior members of
the Trump administration and other firsthand
witnesses, the authors reveal the forty-fifth president
up close, taking readers inside Robert Mueller's
Russia investigation as well as the president's own
hap-hazard but ultimately successful legal defense.
Here for the first time certain officials who have felt
honor-bound not to publicly criticize a sitting
president or to divulge what they witnessed in a
position of trust tell the truth for the benefit of history.
This peerless and gripping narrative reveals President
Trump at his most unvarnished and exposes how
decision making in his administration has been driven
by a reflexive logic of self-preservation and selfaggrandizement - but a logic nonetheless. This is the
story of how an unparalleled president has scrambled
to survive and tested the strength of America's
democracy and its common heart as a nation.

Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen
Movie Adaptation
Owen and Bethany have sworn off jumping into books
for good. But they didn t make any promises about
not jumping through strange portals that lead to a
comic book world.

The Bonehunters' Revenge
Before the notorious Five Families dominated U.S.
organized crime, there was the one-fingered criminal
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genius Giuseppe Morello and his lethal coterie.
Combining first-rate scholarship and pulse-quickening
action, Mike Dash brings to life this little-known story,
following the rise of the Mafia in America from the
1890s to the 1920s, from the villages of Sicily to the
streets of Little Italy. Using an array of primary
sources—hitherto untapped Secret Service archives,
prison records, and interviews with surviving family
members—Dash has written a groundbreaking
account of the crucial period when the criminal
underworld exploded with fury across the nation.
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